COVID-19 STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE

SOCCER-ROOTS ACADEMY

I, Fernando Navarrete, business owner-club manager-coach of SOCCER-ROOTS ACADEMY; but also
parent, neighbour and volunteer for the Rural Fire Service of the Eumundi community, with the
following statement of compliance seek to minimise player and parent’s exposure to COVID-19 by
adhering fully to all recommended guidelines from the Australian Government – Department of
Health, Queensland Government and Football Queensland, which is the governing body of the
Sunshine Coast Futsal Association, to help minimise the spread of COVID-19.
The Academy will implement the below series of practices and control measures:
✓ Provide and encourage the use of hand sanitiser before and after every session at the ‘hand
sanitiser station’ and/or wash their hands thoroughly.
✓ Check the temperature of all players and parents, and consult if they have been with a fever,
coughing, with a sore throat or shortness of breath – encourage them to miss the session if
this is the case.
✓ Consult if they have been in contact with anyone with COVID, and not allow them entry.
✓ Consult if they have travelled in the past 15 days, and encourage them to stay at home
and/or visit their medical centre it that has been the case.
✓ Equipment shall be sanitised before every single session however, the use of hands will not
be required during the session.
✓ Record who is in company with the player and keep this information in case of any outbreak.
✓ Ensure that water bottles are strictly used for personal use.
✓ Avoid high-fives or any form of contact with players
✓ Ensure, when possible and especially during the exercises, distancing players within 1.5
meters or more apart.
✓ Send regular emails with these measures and other important facts about COVID-19 as it
becomes available from either the Government, local Queensland Government, Football
Queensland and/or the school.

With these practices and control measures, SOCCER-ROOTS ACADEMY looks to ensure that the
health of the community (players, parents, coach and any other relatives) is number one priority,
and that we comply fully with the Eumundi State School’s hirer standards and achieve its
expectations relating the COVID-19 safety plan.
I hope that this Statement of Compliance gives you the security that I shall be doing my best to
comply and guarantee that anyone, associated to the Academy entering these facilities, feel safe and
within what is required to stop the spread of COVID-19.
Regards,

Fernando Navarrete
Owner, club manager, coach SOCCER-ROOTS ACADEMY
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